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BIOGRAPHY:
Since 2006, the Finnish alternative prog/rock/metal -band Constantine, has invaded the ears and minds of everyone
fortunate enough to cross paths with them; forging their unique soundscape from the best elements of traditional and
alternative heavy metal, progressive rock and power metal. The band is sure to catch the listener’s attention with their
grooving rhythm-section, ass-kicking riffs, melodies that keep echoing in one’s head and focusing their attention to the
atmosphere of the songs, instead of showing off their skills.
After several demos, dozens of gigs and a few record deal offers, Constantine eventually signed
to Palokka Records late 2010 and immediately began to focus on recording their debut album “Divine Design” which
was released October 2011. After two years of finishing off new material and parting ways with their record label, the
band has now released their second masterpiece independently.
The second album carries a name “Resign Due” and it’s a thematic concept album which essential themes include
speculation about relativity of time, different levels of consciousness and losing awareness of the thin line between
reality and dream. This document does not offer an explanation about the story itself, because it’s supposed to awaken
the imagination of the open minded listeners who hopefully form the chain of events themselves.
Three singles and music videos have been released from the album so far. The first video World Undefined has
gathered over 43.000 views in Youtube. Second single was released as a lyric video for the song Reaching the Invisible
and the third single/video Lost Inside A Mind, featured a cryptic love story of a modern time. The full length album was
released on October 21st 2013.
Although the band excels on the album, one should see the band in its true element – on stage. Renowned for their
energetic live shows and high standard of performing, the band leaves no one feeling lukewarm after a show. If you
think new bands are boring in their chase of airplay or lust to please the audience, give “Resign Due” a few rounds in
Spotify or wherever. We promise you nothing but to challenge you with our music and take you to a journey from which
you may never want to come back.
LINE UP:
Lassi Vääränen – Lead vocals
Janne Korpela – Guitars
Janne Seppänen – Guitars
Antti Varjanne – Bass
Marko Möttönen – Drums
TRACKLIST:
1. Dream of Me
2. World Undefined
3. Reaching the Invisible
4. Halo
5. Lost Inside A Mind
6. Resign Due
7. Alice
8. The Broken Remain
Promotional material (promo pictures, album covers, logos etc.) can be found at www.losingtomusic.fi/constantine

